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Abstract-The authors introduce and study a class of bulk queueing systems with a compound 
Poisson input modulated by a semi-Markov process, a general multilevel control service and a queue 
length dependent service delay discipline. A necessary and sufficient condition for the ergodicity of 
an embedded Markov chain describing the evolution of the queue is established and its stationary 
distribution is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present article a general multilevel control bulk queueing system with a bilevel queue 
length dependent service delay discipline is introduced. According to this service discipline the 
server immediately starts a next service act if after completion of the service there are at least 
r (a certain control level, P 2 1) units in the queue; in this case all waiting units or R (capacity 
of the server, R 1 T), whichever is less, are taken for service. Otherwise, the server delays the 
service act until the queue length reaches or exceeds level P. A service discipline of this type may 
be useful in reducing start-up costs and, in combination with a multilevel control strategy, offers 
a considerable scope for improvements and optimization of the queueing process. 
The results obtained in the paper generalize, compliment and refine similar results existing 
in the literature [l-4]. An idea to employ a multilevel control policy in bulk queueing systems, 
presumably, belongs to Bachary and Kolesar [2]. However, the methods used there suffer from 
insufficient analytical justification. An example of applications of a multilevel control strategy to 
a general bulk queueing system (but with no service delay discipline) is contained in [4]. There is 
also a certain number of papers devoted to a service delay discipline [3]. However, in all of them 
it was assumed that both arrival and service processes are independent of each other and of the 
number of units in the system (or in the queue). 
In the first part of the paper the authors formalize and develop a general mathematical model 
for a class of bulk queueing systems with a multilevel control strategy and a queue length depen- 
dent service delay discipline. In order to describe rigorously the input to the system, the authors 
use the general notion of a modulated random measure recently introduced and studied in [5]. 
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2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
AND SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS 
All stochastic processes considered below are defined on the probability space {R,3, (PZ)zf\y}, 
witha={O,l,...}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let E = R+ with its natural topology M be the space of all Radon measures 
on the Bore1 a-algebra B(E) and let CK be the space of all continuous functions on E with compact 
support and denote W the Baire a-algebra in M generated by ali maps p w J fdp, f E CK. 
(9 
(ii) 
Let {%3,J’,c(t),t E E) + Q be a stochastic process on E and let & denote the w-section 
of <. Then for I’ E \E and B E B(E) we define Yr = En<;‘(r) and call it the holding time 
of e in I’ on set B. For each fixed w, Yr is a measurable subset of E which can be measured 
by any Radon measure on B(E). In general, Yr is a mapping from s1 into B(E) which can 
be made a mndom set after we define the u-algebra Br = {A C B(E) : Y,-‘(A) E 3). 
Consider for each j a marked random measure Zj = xi SijErij (where E= denotes the 
Dirac point mass) with mark space (0, 1, . . . } and introduce 
Z’ = ZE(w, B) = c Zj(YIjI). 
j=O 
The random measure Zc : (iI, 3 -+ (M, W) is called a marked random measure modulated 
by the process <. The marked random measure Zc can be more vividly represented in the 
form 
00 
ze = c S&.( . I 
n=l 
Let {&(t);t 1 0) + * = (0, 1, . . . } be a stochastic process describing the number of units at 
time t in a single-server queueing system with an infinite waiting room. Following the introduc- 
tion, {Tn; n E No, TO = 0) is the sequence of successive completions of service and Q,, = &(T,.,+O). 
INPUT. Let C = C,“==, ET,. Define r(t) = Q(T ~([a,~]) + 0, t 2 0. Then the input is a compound 
Poisson process modulated by < according to Definition (2.1), from which it follows that customers 
arrive at random instants of time r,,~, n = 1,2,. . . , (with intensity x(,$(t))) that form a point 
process modulated by [ with Xic(t) = Sic(t) - Si_l,c(t) as the ith batch size of the input flow. 
Thus, in our case {X} = {Xic(,)} is an integer-valued doubly stochastic sequence describing the 
sizes of groups of entering units. We assume that given r(t) all terms of {X} are independent 
and identically distributed. Denote acct)(z) = E[zXie(t)], i = 1,2, . . . , the generating function of 
the ith component of the process {X}. 
SERVICE TIME AND SERVICE DISCIPLINE. If at time T, + 0 the queue length, Q,,, is at least r 
(a positive integer number less than or equal to R), the server takes a batch of units of size R (a 
positive integer denoting the capacity of the server) from the queue and then serves it during a 
random length of time a,+~. Otherwise, the server idles until the queue length for the first time 
reaches or exceeds level T. Let bin = inf { k E N : Tkc 2 T,,}, n E No. Then the size of the first 
group after T,, (which arrives at instant of time T7_,Qn is XYR,~D. 
For more convenience in notation, we reset the first index-counter of the process {X} on 1 
after time t hits T,,. Therefore, in the light of the new notation, Xlg,,X2~,, . . . are the sizes of 
SUCCeSSiVe groups of Units arriving at the system after T,, . Let Sk,, = XOQ, + X~Q, + . . f + XkQ,, 
where X~Q~ = Qn. Then, given Qn, {Skn;h E NO} is an integer-valued delayed renewal process. 
Denote vn = inf{k 2 0;s kn 2 T} the random index when the process {Skn} first reaches or 
exceeds level r given that the queue length is Q,,. Thus, rV,c is the instant of the first excess of 
level r by the queueing process after time T,. Introduce a more universal notation for the first 
passage time of r, appropriate for the situations when this instant occurs after T, or at T,. In 
other words, we define 
On(Qn) = 8, = ;.” xOQn =Qn<r 
n, xOQ, = Q,, = skn 2 r. 
(2.2) 
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At that instant of time the server is supposed to take a batch of the size min{Q(&), R} for service. 
In other words, if Q,, 3. P,T,+~ - T, coincides with the length of service time (r,+l of the n + lst 
batch. If Q,, < r the interval (T,, T,+l) contains the waiting time for Xlg, + . . . + XVpg, 
units to arrive and the actual service time ~~+l. In both cases, we assume that a,,+1 has a 
probability distribution function BQ,, E {Bo, B1, . . . }, where the latter is a given sequence of 
arbitrary distribution functions with finite means {bo, b1, . . . }. 
Finally, denoting V, = Z~(u,), we can abbreviate the definition of the servicing process through 
the following relation for {Q” ): 
Q 
1 
(S,, - RI+ + Vn+lt Qn < T 
n+l = (Qn -R)+ + Vn+l, Qn 2 T. 
(2.3) 
Now, in connection with the above processes, we bring some auxiliary results on the first passage 
problem in the theory of fluctuations obtained in Abolnikov and Dshalalow [6]. For a given P 2 1 
and fixed i > 0, we will be interested in the generating functions of the random variables 
v,, = v,, (P - i) = inf{k 2 0 : Skn 2 T}, Sv, and vn = SV, - P. 
We will call q,, the value of the first exesss of {SYn} above level r - l,u,, the index of the first 
excess, S,, the level of the first excess. Let 
g!‘)(z) = E’[t;],G!‘)(r) = E’[&], 1 I and Q!“(Z) = E’ [z~‘] I (2.4) 
and let us define the following auxiliary function 
Gi,(z) = ~E’[z~‘IV,_,(S~)], (2.5) 
j>O 
where 1~ is the indicator function of a set A and U, = (0, 1, . . . , k}. The function Gi,(z), called 
in [6] the generator of the first excess level, is a polynomial which satisfies the formula 
i<r 
(2.6) 
where 
k LO. 
The other related results from [6] are as follows: 
G!+) = Zi - I (I- ai(z>)Git-(z), 
where 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
g(r)(z) = z2)-i-l I 1 - f&(x) * I (1 - Z)(l - Zai(Z)) > 
$1 = 
t Dr-l (I- x,(: - qtx) ’ { > 
j!” = 0, 
I 
iE !P. 
i < r, 
i < r, 
i 2 r. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
j!” = Ei[yl]. t 
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